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                        Guided hikes | Tree mushrooms
Nature4Kids | Forest education
Snowshoeing

                    

                                    
                                            

                                    
                        in the world heritage region Gosau - Dachstein West
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⠀⠀⠀  TO THE TOURS  ⠀⠀⠀


                    

                            

            

        

    

                    
            
                    
                                    
                                            

                            

                    
                                    
                        
        
                        
                    

            


            

                    

                            

                    
                                    
                                            

                            

            

    
                    
                                    
                        With Betty and their team you will learn the forests and mountains of Gosau,
the world cultural heritage region Dachstein Salzkammergut with Hallstatt, the Löckenmoos and the Gosausee.
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                        Hikes


                                    Choose your tour from our weekly program or book an individual tour.
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                                    Learn about the fascination of our native tree fungi during a hike or our workshop.
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                        Nature4Kids


                                    Ideal for school classes, kindergartens or youngsters. No matter if summer or winter.
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                        Snowshoes


                                    Choose your tour from our weekly program or book an individual tour.
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                        Alone or in a group

                    

                            

                    
                                    
                                            

                            

                    
                                    
                        Your hiking guide will show you the most beautiful places with gigantic views, tell you about the customs, culture and life in Gosau.
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                        Weekly program

                    

                                    
                        
Date overview


                    

                            

                    
                                    
                        
        
                        
                    

            


            

                    

                                    
                        Nature experience Löckenmoos
www.naturschauspiel.at

                    

                                    
                        
more info


                    

                            

                    
                                    
                        
        
                        
                    

            


            

                    

                                    
                        Fossil hike

                    

                                    
                        
more info


                    

                            

                    
                                    
                        
        
                        
                    

            


            

                    

                                    
                        World cultural heritage hike
www.naturschauspiel.at

                    

                                    
                        
more info


                    

                            

            

        

    

                    
            
                    
                                    
                        In the SMALLEST THINGS nature shows its GREATEST WONDERS
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                        Easy hike for the whole family.
Ascent with the Gosaukammbahn to the Zwieselalm. We hike to the Rottenhofhütte and can taste the homemade cheese.   

                    

                                    
                        
Dates | Prices - request


                    

                            

                    
                                    
                        
        
                        
                    

            Witnesses of the Ice Age - Hallstatt



            

                    

                                    
                        In the impressive Echerntal, a district of Hallstatt, is the Hallstatt Glacier Garden, a relic of the last ice age about 12000 years ago. 
Not only the geology of the valley is fascinating, also important scientists and artists left their traces. 
www.naturschauspiel.at

                    

                                    
                        
Dates | Prices - request
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                        Due to its uniqueness, it is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The forces of nature have created the karst area in millions of years. 
The "World Heritage Spiral" at Krippenstein or the "Five Fingers" with breathtaking views are a highlight of the tour.

                    

                                    
                        
Dates | Prices - request


                    

                            

                    
                                    
                        
        
                        
                    

            Gosaukammumrundung



            

                    

                                    
                        Possible for one or more days. The Gosaukamm has many peaks which can be climbed during the circuit.  
Sufficient condition is a prerequisite for these hikes. You will be rewarded for your efforts with fantastic views.

                    

                                    
                        
Dates | Prices - request
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                        Nature4Kids | Schools
	Forest education
	Adventure days for children und youth



                                    The colorful experience with fun and games in nature.
Our modules for summer and winter can be booked individually.
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                        Tree mushrooms & fungi

                    

                            

            

        

    


                    
            
                    
                                    
                        
        
                        
                    

            


            

                    

                                    
                        WORKSHOP MUSHROOMS
The guardians of the forest

                    

                                    
                        with Dr. Manuela Angerer and mushroom expert Betty Jehle

                    

                                    
                        
more information


                    

                            

                    
                                    
                        
        
                        
                    

            


            

                    

                                    
                        MUSHROOM HIKE
Domestic tree mushrooms

                    

                                    
                        with mushroom expert Betty Jehle 

                    

                                    
                        
more information
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                        Weekly program

                    

                                    
                        
Dates Overview winter


                    

                            

                    
                                    
                        Gosau Valley and its surroundings are known for snowy winters and unique winter landscapes.
Already long ago snowshoes were used to make walking in the snow easier.



                    

                            

                    
                                    
                        The material has of course evolved and so you can go hiking with Betty and her team even in winter.
The participants can decide for themselves how long they want to hike. 
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more information
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more information


                    

                            

                    
                                    
                        
        
                        
                    

            


            

                    

                                    
                        Power of nature - Lake Gosausee

                    

                                    
                        
more information


                    

                            

            

        

    

            

                
            
                    
                                    
                        Customized snowshoe tours

                    

                            

            

        

    


                    
            
                    
                                    
                        We also offer individual hikes that are not included in our monthly program.
Whether you are alone or want to be with a group on the road. 
We have listed two of the many possibilities that the Gosau Valley offers us here.

                    

                            

                    
                                    
                        
        
                        
                    

            Hornspitzrunde



            

                    

                                    
                        With the chairlift we go up to the middle station of the Hornspitzlift, there we go over Klausmoos in the direction of Hornspitz. Past old alpine huts, we continue to the Zeishofalm, a rustic ski hut, where we stop for delicious alpine delicacies. The way back leads via the Sommeraualmen to the starting point.  

                    

                                    
                        
Dates | Prices - request


                    

                            

                    
                                    
                        
        
                        
                    

            Fackelwanderung



            

                    

                                    
                        Gosau by night - a special experience.
Through the white winter landscape we walk towards Kalvarienberg. Here a beautiful view into the Gosau valley awaits us. The lights glitter in the snow. Up here we can - if the weather cooperates - catch a glimpse of a wonderful starry sky and with a lot of luck maybe even a shooting star or two! Then it's back to the starting point.

                    

                                    
                        
Dates | Prices - request
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                        Information on appropriate equipment and clothing for hiking

                    

                                    
                        
        
                        
                    

            


            

                    

                            

                    
                                    
                                            

                            

                    
                                    
                        Please remember:
	Sturdy shoes with good soles, such as hiking boots or trekking shoes
	Hiking poles (depending on your preferences)
	Rainwear, umbrella
	Backpack (possibly with rain cover)
	Provisions - tour catering adapted to the tour
	Water bottle
	Sun protection (hat, cap etc.)
	Sunglasses
	Lip care with high sun protection factor
	Sun cream with high protection factor




                    

                            

            

        

    

                    
            
                    
                                    
                                            

                            

                    
                                    
                        Pictures, calendars, t-shirts and more

                    

                                    
                        Are you looking for a suitable gift for your loved ones?
Order individual Accessoairs with dreamlike pictures from my hikes from the Gosau valley.

                    

                                    
                        
⠀⠀⠀  Just have a browse  ⠀⠀⠀
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                        hiking with betty
0043 - 650 63 66 177
betty@betty-jehle.at

                    

                                    
                        
                    

                                    
                        Apartment Egger
lovely vacation apartments in Gosau
0043 - 664 78 61 743
www.fewo-barbara.at
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Program Summer
Program Winter
Mushrooms & Fungi
Schools / Kids4fun
Picture gallery
Equipment
Contact
Registration

                    

                            

                    
                                    
                        VISIT GOSAU and WALK WITH US
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